
Your Vision in Everyday Life
You are being asked to answer the following questions because we want to understand how your eyesight limits your everyday life. It takes about 
five minutes to complete the questions. 
When you answer the following questions we ask you to think only of the difficulties that your sight may be causing you. Please only consider the 
impact of your sight, and not other problems, in your ability to perform the following tasks.
If you wear glasses or contact lenses for a particular activity, please answer all of the following questions as though you were wearing your best 
glasses or contact lenses if necessary.

How often do you have each of the following difficulties?
For each question, please select the response that corresponds best to your 
situation (while wearing your best glasses or contact lenses if necessary). Never Rarely Sometimes

Most of 
the time

All of the 
time

During the past month, my eyesight changed over the course of the day.

During the past month, I have had blurred vision that is worst in the morning.

During the past month, I have had trouble with focusing that is worst in the 
morning.

At night, bright lights look like a starburst.

At night, a bright circle (halo) appears to surround lights, such as street lights.

Overall, fine details are becoming harder to see, for example, leaves on trees.

During the past month, my vision interfered with my daily activities.

Because of your eyesight, how much difficulty do you have?
For each question, please select the response that corresponds best to your 
situation (while wearing your best glasses or contact lenses if necessary).

No 
difficulty  A little Moderate A lot

Extreme 
difficulty

Reading ordinary print on paper?

Reading text on a screen?

Doing work or hobbies that require you to see well up close?

Reading text on medicine bottles and package inserts?

Seeing the prices of items when shopping?

Seeing what is ahead of you when you enter from daylight into a shady area, 
such as entering into a parking ramp?

Seeing what is ahead of you when an oncoming car has headlights on at 
night?

Seeing what is ahead of you when the sun is low during sunrise or sunset?
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